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 On the Iililosophical side, Tom Regan, in 
his recent book The Case for Animal Rights 
has argued that animals merit respect because 
they are independent valuers. Regan p::>ints 
out that if we assume, as Descartes does, 
that human beings have a conscious mental 
life, then "it would be quite remarkable 
indeed if Hom:> sapiens were the only species 
whose members had this attitude."[4] To him, 
the crucial p::>int is the survival value of 
consciousness. If consciousness were not of 
value in surviving in a changing environment, 
then conscious beings would not have survived 
in the first place. Thus, human survival 
shows the survival value of consciousness. 
Consequently, "we have every reason to sup­-
p::>se that the members of other [ surviving] 
species are also conscious." [5] He agrees 




derstands its physical, biological, and so­-
cial environment, the better it will adjust 
to actions that contribute to its evolution­-
ary fitness. Regan's conclusion is that 
Perception, merrory, desire, belief, 
self-consciousness, intuition, a 
sense of the future are arrong the 
,leading attributes of the mental 
life of normal mammalian animals 
aged one or rrore. [When we add 
errotion and the ability to feel 
pain to these,] we approach a fair 
rendering of the mental life of 
these animals.[6] 
Considering these recent findings in 
science and philosoIilY, one wonders how much 
longer the religions can remain silent about 
animal abuse. Aren't they taking a terrible 
chance? Can they afford to be out of date in 
yet another area, especially one where being 
canplacently' out of date leads to so much 
suffering for thinking, feeling beings? Per­-
haps it is those who mindlessly continue the 
Judeo-christian tradition concenring animals' 
irrational nature and man's ordained dcmin­-
ance who are Descartes' unthinking machines. 
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